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ABSTRACT
Use publically available data set on Chinese stock oriented mutual funds, examine whether the
fund flow within one period depends on the past performance of this individual fund, and if
there's a relationship, then what the detailed linkage between the past performance and the
current period fund flow is. Different models involving regression will be used to exam the
significance of each factor that may contribute to the relationship. The results found by using
Chinese market data will be compared to developed markets, for example, the U.S. market, see if
similar patterns appear in both markets.
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Introduction
China, with a population of nearly 1.4 billion, GDP of RMB 39798.3 Billion (US$6040 Billion), and
a continuously 9% annual economic growth rate for last thirty years (National Bureau of Statistics
of China), has become one of the largest economies around the world. The growth of the Chinese
stock market is also impressive, "average monthly stock market returns in China were
approximately 2.2% from 1992 to 2008". (Chin-Hsiang Chang, Huang, and Pikki Lai, 2010)
Therefore, overtime, increasing number of foreign corporations and individuals invest in China, in
both industrial and financial markets. China has a relatively short history in its financial market
operations, because the two stock exchanges in mainland China, namely the Shanghai Stock
Exchange and Shenzhen Stock Exchange, were only established in 1990, and the bond market
before 1987 was relatively illiquid. The financial system builds up quickly within the past 20 years,
and now China has two stock exchanges in the mainland, trading different classes of stocks and
derivatives including futures, options and mutual funds, open to both domestic and foreign
investors. Because of the rapid growth in China's economy, financial analysts around the world
now are paying more attention on the trends and movements in Chinese financial markets.
Especially after the 2008 financial crisis, people worry about the impact of globalization on
different countries around the world, and more studies are believed to be done to assist analysts
to find out the future of the global economy, and one way to analyze this is to find out the
features in Chinese financial markets, because of the rapid growth and the volume of trading
within Chinese financial markets. When the first open-ended fund was introduced and issued in
2001, Stock oriented fund weights more and more on household wealth, and is one of the
popular intermediaries for individuals and corporations in China to build up and balancing their
savings and wealth. Therefore, analysts should give more attention to this market, as well as
understand how those funds are contributing to the Chinese financial market as a whole. This
paper use financial data in China to find out the fund flow of stock oriented mutual funds in
China, exam the relationship between the fund flows, from one period to another, with funds
past performance, to see if there are differences between emerging markets and developed
markets.
Mutual Fund History and Current Situation in China
The history of mutual fund started as early as in 1868, when the Foreign and Colonial
Government Trust was set up in England, till year 1924, the first open-ended fund was issued in
Boston. For the last century, mutual fund markets were developing rapidly around the world.
However, compare to those developed countries such as England and U.S., the Mutual Fund
history in China was a relatively short period of time as it only existed for 20 years. Though the
idea of mutual fund was introduced to the Chinese market in 1987, when China International
Trust and Investment Corporation, and the People's Bank of China corporate with foreign
institutions. However, they only issued national funds for foreign investors, thus there's no funds
for domestic individual investors existed at that time. It was until 1991, the first Fund opened to
the domestic investors in China, with a total of RMB 69.3 Million.
Starting from 1992, the mutual fund market in China experienced a rapid expanding period, with
an average annual growth of 38.99% in the total net assets under management (China Fund
Industry Development Report). The Industry Development Report further stated that the year
1992 alone, there were 37 new funds been set up with a total of U.S.$ 2.2Billion. At the same
year, the first fund management company was officially approved by Chinese Government. At the
end of 1993, the total number of funds existed on the market was around 70, with a total face
value of U.S.$4Billion. The number of fund management companies increased to 14 at the end of
2001, and this number further increased to 62 at the end of 2010. The total number of funds was
652 at the end of 2010, increased 17.06% over one year period from the end of 2009. Within all
the mutual funds, the number of open ended funds is 725, including 407 stock oriented funds.
The mutual fund market has both close-ended funds, and open-ended funds. Part of the mutual
funds is trading on the stock exchange, while others are only traded via bank counters. Though
the close ended funds were the major components in the Chinese mutual fund market at the
beginning stage, open-ended funds had continuously increased its market share, as the number
of open-ended funds issued each year increased rapidly, while on the other hand, the number of
issues for closed-ended funds decreased. By 2002, the total amount of fund raising for
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open-ended funds had surpassed the total amount raised by close-ended funds, and became the
major players in the Chinese mutual fund market. According to Stephan Binder in an interview by
Bloomberg (2007), the Chinese fund management industry assets will exceed $1.4 trillion in 2016,
and it is the world's fastest growing country.
Chart 1-1 is showing the development of the mutual funds for the period from 1998 till 2007, by
comparing the number of close-ended and open-ended funds at the end of each year, as well as
the amount raised for each type of fund. We can see there's no open-ended funds until 2001, and
from that, this type of fund had obtained a rapid growth.
Chart 1-1 Past data on mutual funds for the period of 1998 - 2007
Amount Amount Amount
No. of No. of
number of raised raised for Raised for
Year Close-ended oe-ne
mutual funds (RMBIOO close-ended nd open-ended
funds funds oe-ne
Million) funds funds
1998 5 100 5 100 0 0
1999 17 405 17 405 0 0
2000 11 55 11 55 0 0
2001 16 241.26 13 124 3 117.26
2002 22 580.99 8 133 14 447.99
2003 39 678.51 0 0 39 678.51
2004 51 1821.4 0 0 51 1821.4
2005 62 1002.79 0 0 62 1002.79
2006 89 3887.72 0 0 89 3887.72
2007 73 4267.54 2 76.75 71 4190.79
Total 385 13040.21 56 893.75 329 12146.46
Data resource: china Galaxy Securities 2007.7.3
Facing the rapid growth in mutual fund market, more and more mutual funds related regulations
were put into effects, try to regulate the market and control the overall expanding speed.
Furthermore, with the development of technology and nationalization, funds in different
provinces or cities reduced their barriers to investors in other regions, and became tradable to all
investors in China, which helped to increase the liquidity of the mutual fund market in China, and
provide more information to individual and corporation investors, while leaving more space and
choices to fund managers and brokers on asset investments.
Mutual funds can be further divided into different categories according to the underlying
investment assets. Types that we can normally observe from the market are stock oriented funds,
bond funds, hybrid funds, Index Funds, principal guaranteed funds, and Exchange Traded Funds.
Among all those different categories, stock oriented fund is the most significant category in size.
By the end of Sep 2010, the total value of the stock oriented funds was RMB 1090 Billion,
represents 53% of the total value of all the open-ended funds. Chart 2-1 shows the weighting
percentage for each fund type in China as at the end of 4'h quarter 2010. The stock-oriented fund,
which is shown in blue color had a 43.79% share of the total funds, accounted for almost half of
the market.
Chart 2-1 Weights of different types of Funds in China
10208. 33
43. 79%
/-228.47
0.98%
LOF, ETF, -1153.51 6579. 48 ,
2878. 91 , . 9 28. 22%
12.35%
1473.84 ,
6. 32%
This is the percentage of each type of fund accounts for the total mutual fund market, at the end of 4' quarter
2010. Source (http://zt.stcn.com/zt2010/content/2011-01/20/content_2026446.htm)
Individuals were the main investors in the Chinese fund market. By the end of the second quarter
of 2010, individual investment accounts number represented 99.87% of the total investors in this
market, and the number of shares held by individuals increased from 82.44% at the end of 2009
to 86.63%; the total value held by individuals was also increased from 81.77% to 83.82% over the
same time period. The main reason of these increase is corporate investors withdraw funds from
the market at the end of 2009. (China Fund Industry Development Report, 2010)
Basic Idea of Stock Oriented Mutual Fund Flow
There are different researches and studies done on the relationship between fund flows and past
performance. One reasons of those studies reflected the importance of the mutual fund market
for one country's economy. U.S. as an example, had $10.4 trillion, including money market funds,
at the end of July, 2009. (ICI internet publication, "Trends in Mutual Fund Investing", July, 2009)
David A Dubofsky stated out that "If net investor inflows follow superior performance, mutual
fund returns are lower because of decreasing returns to scale in active portfolio management"
(David, 2010). Active portfolio management will incur higher transaction costs, and if the inflows
and outflows are related so closely to the past performance, then the manager of the mutual
funds may need to worry about the cash availability when facing unforeseeable redeems. This
will lead to fund managers not use up all the possible cash but remain a relatively higher
percentage of cash over total net asset within the fund, and thus reduce the possible returns
otherwise could be earned by investing those cash. On the reverse situation, "the greater the
volatility in investor flows, the lower the trading response to flow" (David A. Dubofsky, 2010) this
is because, if the past performance was bad, and a huge redeem may force the fund managers to
sell part of their investments, or even to borrow to repay investors, incur higher interest expenses,
and thus incur extra costs on investors who are holding those mutual funds. Therefore, with more
uncertainty, the fund managers are more reluctant to take actions towards those fund flows. To
study and understand more about the relationship between the past performance and fund flows
would help us to gain more information on the mutual fund market, especially in a developing
country such as China.
"The dollars that flow into and out of mutual funds are affected by, among other things, past
fund performance." (David G. Shrider) Sirri and Tufano (1998) further stated that "Mutual fund
consumers chase returns, flocking out funds with the highest recent returns, though failing to
flee from poor performers"(Sirri and Tufano, 1998) They further conclude that investors trading
stock oriented funds are documented to "act as momentum traders at monthly or quarterly
frequencies". (Sirri and Tufano, 1998) Though there are different ways to measure the
"performance" of an individual fund, such as measuring the return based on absolute value or
comparing the particular fund returns with a benchmark, a stock market index, for example. Early
fund flow researches indicate that "while past winners are rewarded with inflows, past losers are
not symmetrically punished with the same level of outflow" (David G. Shride). There are different
explanations on those findings, such as the costs on getting extra information, transaction costs,
and individual behavior biases.
When doing the research on mutual fund flows, it is helpful for us to use different models to
calculate and examine whether there is excess returns compare to the stock market return, which
is contributed by the management skills of those fund managers. Therefore, historical researches
focuses on CAPM and Fama-French three factor models to look at whether each fund, over time,
obtains a significant positive alpha, and then exam the relationship between the positive alpha
with the fund flows overtime. Further, there are historical researches that look at Purchases and
Redemptions of each period separately and compare to the past performance with the level of
changes in both purchases and redemptions, and found out that there's a nonlinear relationship
between buying the past winners and selling the past losers, as investors tend to buy winners
while still hold on to those past losers. Other researchers believe that redemptions and
purchased may be caused by different determinants, or factors within or outside the market, as
each individual funds, while facing the same systematic risk, still contains unsystematic or
idiosyncratic risks that cannot be diversified easily, and investors may look at and evaluate those
risks differently. The market performance should also be divided into "good times" and "bad
times" which would help further detect what are the factors that affect the fund flows the most.
As David (2009) stated, "for redemptions, relative performance and risk adjusted performance
are important determinants during a period of record flows into mutual funds", while "during a
period of poor performance, absolute performance becomes much more important". (David G.
Shrider)
While most of the past mutual fund flow studies are based on developed markets such as U.S.
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market, the purpose of this paper is to exam whether similar results would be found in an
emerging market such as Chinese market. This will help us to understand more about the
differences between the developed markets and the emerging markets, and give some
reasonable explanations on the causes of those differences.
Data Collection and Calculation
I have selected 49 open-ended stock oriented funds which have existed since the beginning of
2006 to be the sample size of my research. Further, I have collected all of their quarterly and
annually reporting data including the change in the net asset under management, the asset
management strategy for each fund, and quarterly per stock value change for the period from
2006 till 2010. Those funds, as their names indicated, have invested most of their investors'
money into the two Chinese stock markets - Shanghai Stock Exchange, and Shenzhen Stock
Exchange. Therefore, I choose the Shanghai Shenzhen 300 Index to represent the market
performance in China, as funds will buy and sell stocks in both stock exchanges. The Shanghai
Shenzhen 300 Index, introduced by China Securities Index Co., Ltd, took into effect in April 2005,
accounts for the total A-class share performance in China. It sets the base point equals 1000 on
31s' Dec 2004, and has chosen 300 A-class shares in the two stock exchanges, where 179 in
Shanghai Stock Exchange, and 121 in Shenzhen Stock Exchange. The Sample shares in Shanghai
Shenzhen 300 Index have covered around 60% of the total value of the two stock exchanges in
mainland China. Therefore, this index is the best index to reflect the overall stock market
performance in China, and should be used to calculate each individual fund excess return, and
thus exam how each fund performed in particular period of time regarding to the market.
I assume that the change of number of total shares, or the volume of the fund, at the end of each
quarter represents the fund flows. More specifically, when the redemption is higher than the
purchase for one fund for one particular quarter, then the fund has an absolute fund outflow; On
the reverse side, if the total purchase is greater than the total redemption, then the fund is said
to have an absolute inflow for that particular quarter. After calculating the fund flow by volume
changes, I also conduct fund flow and past performance comparisons by using the changes in
each fund's Total Assets Under Management as the fund flow.
I classify the total sample funds into four different categories according to the different strategies
each of the fund implements. These four categories are: Value & Growth, which captures all
funds that mainly buy the value stocks or the growing stocks, as well as funds that trying to
balance their asset holdings by buying both of value and growth stocks on different weights;
Industrial Difference, which captures all funds that are trading on a specific segments of the
Chinese stock markets; Market Index, which captures all the funds that trade and balance their
holdings according to the change in different types of indexes, including Shanghai Shenzhen 300
Index, Shanghai Stock 50 Index, Shenzhen Stock 100 Index, ect; Size, which captures those funds
that trade particularly in either large size company stocks or small size company stocks.
By categorize all those funds, it gives us more ideas how different strategies implemented by
each fund would impact on the fund flows, and therefore, see if the strategies are one of the
main factors that may affect investors' decision makings on when to buy and sell the funds.
Correlation Analysis with absolute fund flow
I first find out the correlation between the change of the number of trading shares at time t, and
last quarter performanceRt- 1. Rt-1 is calculated from the quarterly price change, taken into
account any dividends paid out for that period. The formula for calculating the last quarter
performance is shown as below:
SPt-1 + Divt- 1 - Pt-2
Pt-2
Further, I also define the quarterly relative returns, which are calculated by subtracting the
Shanghai Shenzhen 300 Index returns from each individual fund quarterly returns; those returns
represent how each fund is doing relative to the stock market in China as a whole within certain
time period. Then I calculate the correlation between the trading shares volume change at time t,
and the relative past quarterly returns for each fund.
By comparing the two different correlations, namely absolute correlation, which capturing the
difference between the absolute return and the fund flow, and relative correlation, which
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capturing the above market return and the fund flow, I could see how many of those funds within
the sample obtain strong correlations between the past performance and the current fund flow,
and what are the signs of those correlations. From these results, we can gain a brief view of
whether the past performance will have impact on current fund flow, and whether the impact is
a positive or negative impact.
Table 1-1 Correlations of absolute fund flow
Fund Title/No. absolute Corr Reltaivfe Corr
$R dI 000001 0. 215863794 -0. 029444399
$29~J2F 040001 0. 358016126 -0. 24171383
$I In A R 040002 -0. 398785237 0.288715291
tME 050002 0. 209446354 -0. 03212266
t4R $ri 050004 0. 527014153 -0. 222313514
8 lR%@-L 110002 0. 596116197 -0.296998903
Sfin 50 110003 0.231268778 -0. 328369459
1 110005 0.28062559 -0. 079893956
%li-i@ 160106 -0. 189561455 0. 236583284
tIWt II'fi 1k 160505 0. 334546435 -0. 169984785
A 300 160706 0. 264329645 -0. 2663513
TN JUcR 161005 0. 437410628 0. 10522291
Mi*%IE 100 161604 0. 053391935 -0. 161870806
i 161605 0. 010105508 0. 252510026
i~I-IJ 161607 0. 48014812 -0. 302012812
jield)f dK 161706 0. 506402302 -0. 139493075
7)% MM 161903 0. 162888152 -0. 416442454
i LE 'iJs 162102 -0. 083552097 0. 33321737
i 162201 -0. 164402433 0. 043602616
4i)J Y 162202 0. 458889084 0. 099574717
LifM 162003 0. 48231168 0. 237106362
2JITi-1M 162605 0. 159753596 -0. 293985918
i 162204 0. 258330675 0. 018160815
72Js2JQ N 162703 0. 313805215 -0. 433116291
(M* 8 8 180003 0.232442641 -0.130742474
& M200002 0. 392501767 -0. 14189938
% 202001 0. 416800589 -0. 050354165
1, nizik 213002 0.200626114 -0. 289982824
% i311 233001 0. 007984691 0. 072484809
D jiM a? 240001 0.279674756 0.000280114
S240002 0.407123953 0. 140913816
{P2)Jff 240004 0. 284830274 0. 008616798
MM'' 257010 0. 419745548 0. 161294714
't-ktJi 260101 0. 508187411 0. 11408261
2601 0.466297231 -0. 014551474260104
F- M$ 270005 0.422507045 -0. 111924475
33 0. 320741101 
-0. 135320626310308
FPj E MiJjfh 310328 0.087024705 -0. 147550295
1 JIQT 320003 0. 454434728 -0. 470657423
3-k~{L~ 6 360001 0. 389125793 -0. 209934055
Ed fRFj 377010 0. 258338709 0. 190912903
460001 0. 446732338 -0. 505193482460001
40 0. 167483921 
-0. 339766483
481001
±I E 50 510050 -0. 20513467 0. 331485962
10  0. 092439123 
-0. 482444632
519001
AMi -153- 519005 0. 146189047 -0. 136091464
]5 180 159180 0. 225128318 -0. 1599408
i 519688 0. 297543081 0. 109209719
Table 1-1 shows the absolute correlation and relative correlation between the fund flow and past
performance at the individual fund level. From this table, we could see that the absolute
correlations mostly show a positive relationship between the absolute fund flow and absolute
past return, which indicate that higher positive past return will lead to a higher inflow within the
current time period. However, this is not a perfect correlation equal to 1, the average correlation
here is around 0.2461, which indicate that the volume change is relatively less volatile when
compare to the past return changes. On the other hand, the relative correlation, which takes into
account the stock market performance, showed a different scenario. Around half of the funds
within the sample showed a negative relationship between the fund flow and past relative return.
The average correlation here is around -0.0779, which is relatively small when compare to the
previous absolute correlation. This result give us a sense that there's no strong correlation
between the past relative performance and current fund flow.
Scatter 1-1 Absolute correlation
$--J lfr 240005 -0. 166169737 0. 177256476
Absolute Correlation
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Scatter 1-1 plots the correlations between the past absolute returns and the current fund flows
within the sample. We could see that most of the funds showed a positive correlation here, and
the center is around 0.2.
Scatter Plot 1-2 Correlation between past relative performance and fund flow
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Scatter plot 1-2 indicates the relationship between the current fund flows and the past relative
* Relative Correlation
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returns at the individual fund level, and the dots within the graph are relatively random, and give
us a feeling that there's no obvious clear relationship between the past relative returns and
current fund flows.
Regression Analysis with absolute fund flow
In addition to the correlation scatter plot, which only gives us a brief observation about the
relationship between the past performance and current fund flow of each fund within the sample,
regression is also a good way to predict the relationship between two data trends. It gives us the
slop of the trend for each individual fund within the sample, as well as the significance of those
trends, or in other words, the coefficients of the funds flows to the past performance. Therefore,
two regression models are formed to see how the fund flow is affected by last quarter
performance, and the models are as below:
volume change =a + * Rfundit
It tries to find out whether there's a significant relationship between the fund flow at time t and
the absolute return at t-1 for each individual fund;
volume change = a + p * (Rfundit - Rmkt)
This model is used to predict whether there's an obvious relationship between the fund flow at
time t and the relative return, or the excess return at t-1 for individual fund.
By applying the first model, with a 95% confidence interval and t-statistic of 1.65, 18 out of 49
stock oriented funds had a significant beta coefficient, indicate a significant relationship between
those funds' current fund flows and absolute past returns, those funds are shown in Table 1-2
below:
Table 1-2 Regression resultsfor absolute returns
Beta T-stat
i!'t[W A UJ 040002 -1946220757 -1. 792970711
M tFjit 050004 10059153603 2. 55682577
16
% TCX 161005 5576923731 2. 005522801
9A- EiA 161607 1179319978 2. 256873905
Mr )AM K 161706 4424311409 2.42138074
*it)pJ M 162202 1149347189 2. 129501266
*it~ji 162003 1302624687 2. 270117263
A 200002 758375086 1. 759526003
4%{iM 202001 10726512461 1. 89055746
ik)*XiM 240002 3037474777 1. 837820051
I /Js2 257010 3892368648 1. 906760123
j)IlIUKMftA 260101 6340885808 2.432881114
200 535394633 2. 173334437260104
T-~Wi 21 270005 10996618815 1. 9220198
iW R R 320003 13184310560 2. 103417569
EW 6 0 36 001 9106858502 1. 741677724
4263012128 2.058780823460001
From the above table, we could see that most of the significant beta coefficients show a positive
relationship between the current fund flows and the past absolute returns, as only one out of the
18 funds has a negative beta coefficient. This result seems to agree with the historical research
results, however, only less than half of the total sample size showed the positive significant
relationship, we cannot conclude the impact of past absolute performance on the current fund
flows.
By applying the second model to the entire sample, and evaluate the results using the same 95%
confidence interval, with a t-statistic of 1.65, only 4 out of the total 49 stock oriented fund are
showing significant 0 coefficients, and those 1 s are shown in table 1-3 as below:
Table 1-3 Regression results for relative performance
Beta T-stat
) a/J'A A bl 162703 -1859829019 -1. 981259103
tR & 320003 -10451634738 -2. 199404957
-4964013244 
-2.413616848
460001
-20337892000 
-2.270932837
519001
9)fiikVM*K: 110002 840378877. 3 3. 061222611
Interestingly, all the 4 significant beta coefficients show negative betas, which indicate that those
funds have negative relationships between the past relative returns and current fund flows,
which means if past relative return is better than the market return for an individual fund, it will
have a current fund outflow. However, only 4 out of 49 showed such a pattern, which indicates a
weak relationship, different from the usually observed by researchers. In addition, this cannot be
an indication to conclude that there's a negative relationship between the past relative
performance and the current fund flow at the individual fund level.
One thing we should pay attention with is that the R-square of both regressions are relatively low,
around 0.1 - 0.2, which means only around 10% - 20% of the current fund flow is explained by
the past performance factor, and the current model may not be a good predictor for the changes
of fund flows for each individual fund. However, we still could gain some expression from the two
regression model results. We could see there are more connection between the fund flow and
absolute past performance than the relative past performance, though both of the tests only
shows only a relatively small amount of funds passed the test and showed significant
relationships, we cannot determine whether the past performance is the key driver to explain the
changes of the fund flows over different time periods, and more tests should be done to test the
confidence of this relationship.
Correlation Analysis with excess to average fund flow
Up to now, I have compared the absolute changes in fund flow for each individual with the
absolute past performance and relative past performance. However, the relationship maybe
related to the relative fund flow, instead of the absolute fund flow over different time periods.
Relative fund flow is defined the fund flow of each fund less the average fund flow for a certain
time period. Therefore, I should also look at the relative fund flow change for each stock oriented
fund and see if there's a stronger relationship between the relative fund flows and the past
performance.
I firstly find out the average fund flow changes for each period, and subtract the average from the
absolute change for each individual fund. This is the relative fund flow for the sample. I than
apply different models to text whether there's clear relationship between the performance and
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fund flow.
First, I start again at the simplest way to observe relationship, which is the test of correlation.
Similar as prior calculation, both the correlation between the relative fund flow and the absolute
past return, and the correlation between the relative fund flow and the relative past return are
tested, and the results are shown in Table 2-1 as below:
Table 2-1 correlations for past returns and relative fund flow
No.of Funds Fund Name & Code absolute Corr relative Corr
1 $2Jj 000001 0. 056783268 0. 136541296
2 $ 040001 0. 104088639 -0. 023194281
3 $24i A & 040002 -0.645273326 0.442200391
4 MI1MM 050002 0. 125051832 -0. 003073134
5 IM A 050004 0. 460395032 -0. 138807835
6 110002 -0. 366332412 0. 29410662110002
7 9 yiL 50 110003 0.115319417 -0.326629574
8 1 0. 192011618 0. 020045908
110005
9 M7i-inMH 160106 -0. 262688126 0. 31838083
10 M I-A Hf k 160505 0. 165670463 -0. 03425471
11 % 300 160706 0. 19565555 -0. 234137946
12 -FMTC ) 161005 0.283116448 0.312801051
13 OiAifiiE 100 161604 -0.139113253 0.046566986
14 Atil-Ma 161605 -0. 0584871 0. 328346043
15 i±i) 161607 -0.495659081 0. 371926988
16 M MUM r 161706 0. 339839301 0. 120317916
17 7J%')f] 161903 -0. 437465042 0. 447833351
18 kJ * /J'i 162102 -0.06231142 0.710650882
19 A ditM-K 162201 -0. 439581419 0. 500735229
20 $#)h]$)] 162202 -0. 242855262 0. 51703047
21 i 162003 -0. 200401474 0. 536117796
22 16JII 2605 0. 023647169 -0. 203469058
23 M' rifJ A 162204 -0. 44073192 0. 306122722
24 A /jI-K 162703 0. 054336234 0. 342367238
25 t$ 8 8 180003 0. 171222229 -0. 039814993
26 -KjA X* 200002 -0. 527365265 -0. 044720687
27 M)P8L 202001 0. 34421419 0. 029997091
28 - Hiz 213002 -0. 180396526 0. 064752145
29 )k**RT 233001 -0. 566611268 0. 35328659
31 MA TLE 240002 -0. 038301666 0. 455828007
32 fW f)jf 240004 -0.228284417 0.249852617
33 $PlI1@ 240005 -0. 242180319 0. 220837549
34 J 5 257010 0.065134009 0.336331933
35 260101 0.321314615 0.31911314
36 2 0.281330704 0.54396916260104
37 CZ'$ 270005 0. 387051126 -0. 056875864
38 -0. 379491892 0. 361584463
310308________
39 310328 -0.043780499 -0. 005783317310328
40 139Q 320003 0. 426364684 -0. 463729833
41 36L+84% 360001 0. 312632102 -0. 158336672
42 -0. 399832586 0. 376708035
$_ _t_*i377010
43 0. 219409773 -0. 327725421460001
44 - 0. 018065682 -0. 171937464481001
45 -- giiE 50 510050 -0. 434596871 0. 243426999
46 519001 0. 023544281 -0. 397800675519001
47 MiIQR 519005 -0. 016674405 0. 048898644
48 7j5 180 159180 -0.087761192 -0.042916294
49 kidf JR 519688 0. 163211256 0. 195271502
To make the numbers more visually identifiable, scatter plots are conducted to assist for further
analysis. The results are shown in scatter plot 2-1 and 2-2 separately.
Scatter 2-1 absolute correlation plots
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Scatter 2-2 relative correlation plots
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From the above scatter plots, we could see that the correlations do not show a clear positive
relationship between the past returns and relative fund flows as there's no clear pattern on the
scatter plots, and there are both positive and negative correlations show on the plots.
However, here, we could see, different from the previous test, the absolute correlation shows
more negative points than the relative correlation, which is the opposite when we test for the
correlation with absolute changes in fund flows and the past performance.
Regression Analysis with Excess to Average Fund Flow
Regressions are also tested for both situations. There are also two models for each of the returns.
Both of the regressions are set up for the purpose of looking at whether there's a significant
relationship between the y - relative fund flows at time t, and the past performance at t-1 for
each individual stocks.
Fund Flowi,t - Average Fund Flowt = a + $ * Returnti
Fund Flowi,t - Average Fund Flowt = a + * (Returnti - Returnmktt)
The results are read as if the t-statistics are greater than 1.65, which is the 95% confidence
interval, the same as the previous regression tests, then those stock-oriented funds' fund flows
are said to have a strong relationship with their past performance.
Only those funds with significant different from zero beta coefficients are listed under the
following tables.
Table 2-2 Absolute regression
1 llf$ *[A A JK 040002 267353724.7 -3590639126 0.41637766
2 tqJLIFj$ 050004 -583081838. 1 7598990045 0.21196359
3 i 161607 -67336296.33 -1808617614 0.24567792
4 7%& >'1161903 -150635174. 5 -2251321342 0. 19137566
5 it Mht- 162201 -86229933. 45 -3316258387 0. 19323182
6 4j2I]$IM 162204 -171665389. 5 -1358300202 0. 19424463
7 h 200002 -100947792.9 -1725473188 0.27811412
8 % 2iHif 233001 -203870882. 4 2557622206 0. 32104833
9 !iPJjiiE 50 510050 187730829. 5 -2705986868 0. 18887444
By applying the first model, only 9 out of 49 funds are showing significant beta coefficients, and
most of those coefficients have negative signs, which suggest that the relative fund flow and the
absolute last quarter returns are moving in the opposite direction.
Table 2-3 relative regression
No.of Funds Fund Name & Code a b R2
No.of Funds Fund Name & Code
2 kY @Jdit 162102 -183885824. 3 2691733887 0. 50502468
3 3tjih-1C 162201 -165176153. 5 1909067259 0. 25073577
4 tJ A M 162202 -217533343 1865066055 0. 26732051
5 P2tf 162003 -235405113 1872388095 0.28742229
6 % 240001 -251212132.2 2044652418 0.21608768
7 iAXMEN 240002 -236502503. 7 2332008373 0. 20777917
8 362916853.4 3264215057 0.29590245260104
9 i6 R 320003 332338139. 9 -8862598435 0. 21504536
By applying the second model, also only 9 out of 49 stock-oriented funds are showing positive
beta coefficients, and most of those coefficients have positive signs, which indicate that the
relative fund flow and last quarter relative return is moving in the same direction.
The two regressions show very different results, however both have only a small number of funds
with significant beta coefficients. Therefore, it is not strong enough to conclude, by using the
results we just got, the fund flow is affected by the past performance of the individual fund.
Up to this point, I only analyze at the individual stock-oriented fund level to indicate the
relationship between the past performance and the fund flow. I should extent my analysis by
looking at the fund flow and past performance relationship at the cross sectional level, which
means I should include all the mutual funds within the sample. To do this, I use the scatter plot
diagram with X-axis as the past performance of the fund, and Y-axis being the relative fund flows
calculated the same way as before. We will use the quarterly performance versus relative fund
flow first, to look at the trends, comparing both the relative performance and absolute
performance with the relative fund flows. As there are 49 stock-oriented funds within the sample,
and the sample period is from 1st quarter 2006 till 4 th quarter 2010, there will be 20 periods, and
therefore 960 dots all together. Further, to avoid the seasonality problem, I will then plot the
scatter plots by using the yearly performance and fund flows, by doing the same process. The
annual fund flow is just a simplified calculation by using the volume of each fund at the end of
each year, and subtracts the previous year's end volume. The annual performance of the funds is
also just using the year end price and compares it with the previous year end price to get the
percentage change.
$@ A )R 040002 78081966. 18 10809818770 0. 19554119
According to the prior researches, the trend should be a non-linear but positive relationship, as
the better the past performance, the more accelerated the net inflows of the funds, and the
worse the past performance, the more accelerated the net outflows of the funds. Therefore, we
expect the trend to be a convex shape in the fourth quadrant, and a concave shape in the first
quadrant.
The quarterly scatter plots of both volume change with absolute return and relative return are
shown as below:
Scatter 3-1 Quarterly Scatter Plot with absolute return
From the above scatter plot, we could see that no matter what the past absolute return is, the
current fund flows are mostly surrounding zero, which indicate that there's no obvious
relationship between the two trends. The fund flows are less volatile when the past absolute
returns are negative, and more volatile when the past performances are positive, as shown on
the graph, the spread is larger on the right quadrants than on the left quadrants.
The relative past return and relative fund flow scatter plot on the other hand, also show that
Quarterly fund volume change VS past
quarter absolute return
X-axis: past performance
Y-axis: quartly volume change
most of the fund flows are surrounding zero, no matter what the relative past returns were. This
is also indicating that there's no obvious relationship between the fund flow at time t and the
relative return at t-1. However, the volatility of fund flow changes was different from the absolute
return scatter plot shown above. The fund flow seems to be more volatile when the past relative
returns were negative, which is the opposite situation from the absolute return scatter plot. The
Graph is shown as below:
Scatter 3-2 Quarterly Scatter plot with relative past return
In order to avoid possible seasonality problem with current sample data, I also plot the scatter
diagram for the same time length, but with annually data. Two scatter plots are drawn to show
the same relationship as above, one is between the absolute past performance and current fund
flow, and the other is between the relative past performance and current fund flow.
The two scatter plots are shown in Scatter plot 3-3 and 3-4 separately as below, and they both
show similar patterns as the quarterly scatter plots. Most of the points are still surrounding zero,
which means there's no relationship between the past performance and the current fund flow,
Quarterly Volume Change VS past quarter
performance (Ri-Rmkt)
X-axis: last quarter excess market return
Y-axis: Absolute quarterlyvolume change
no matter the past performance is calculated in absolute terms or relative terms. We can also see
that the volatility of the fund flows seems stable over different past returns, not affected by the
signs of the past returns.
Scatter 3-3 Annually Scatter Plot with absolute post returns
Annual Volume change VS Absolute past
Return
X-axis: past annual absolute return
Y-axis: Annual volume change
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Scatter 3-4 Annually Scatter Plot with relative past returns
Annual Volume Change VS annual past
performance (Ri-Rmkt)
X-axis: last annyally excess market return
Y-axis: annually volume change
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From the four scatter plots above, we could not see the patterns we expected. Instead, all the
scatter plots showed that there's no obvious relationship between the past performance and the
current fund flow, when the past performance is calculated as the absolute returns and relative
returns of each individual fund. However, there are different ways to analyze past performances;
one of the alternative ways is the CAPM model alpha.
The CAPM Model
An alternative way of testing the performance of the sample funds is to use the CAPM model to
find out the alpha for each of the stock-oriented fund for each time period. The alpha represents
the excess return contributed by the fund manager. The higher the alpha for one fund, the better
the management skills provide higher than normal returns for the fund.
Here, I still use the Shanghai Shenzhen 300 index as the market index, to find out the market
return for each time period. I will first calculate the CAPM for each quarter, by using the daily
returns for the market and for each stock-oriented fund returns to build the CAPM model
calculation, and then scale the daily alpha to quarter alpha by multiply the number of trading
days within the quarter period. Once again, to avoid the possible seasonality problem within the
sample, I will do the same process to calculate the annual CAPM and compare the annual alpha
within the sample.
I also need to define the risk free rate in order to establish the CAPM model. In China, this risk
free rate is reflected from the Shanghai Interbank Offered Rate (Shibor), which is "a simple,
no-guarantee, wholesale interest rate calculated by arithmetically averaging all the interbank
RMB lending rates offered by the price quotation group of banks with a high credit rating." The
quotation group is consisted by 16 commercial banks, and these banks are "primary dealers of
open market operation or market makers in the FX market, with sound information disclosure
and active RMB transactions in China's money market." Using the data on 14th Mar 2011, the one
year Shibor is 4.6378%, and from this, we calculate the daily risk free rate, by dividing the 252
trading days per year, which is 0.0184%.
The CAPM model is stated as below:
Rit - rf = + 3 *(Rmkt - rf)
Where the Ri,t represents the return of the fund i at time t, the rf is the risk free rate for the
period, and Rmkt is the market return for the same period.
The scatter plots are also generated for the CAPM alpha, to indicate whether there's a clear
relationship between the CAPM alpha at time t - 1 and the fund flow at time t. I still test the
CAPM for both quarterly performance and annually performance, to avoid the possible
seasonality. The results are shown as below:
Scatter Plot 4-1 Quarterly scatter plot with CAPM alpha
Volume Change VS Quarterly Alpha
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This diagram shows that most of the dots are surrounding the center, which means there's no
obvious relationship between the last quarter alpha, which represents the excess returns
contributed by the management skills, and the current fund flow. Compare the above result with
the annually alpha and fund flow scatter plot, we can see that the annually alpha scatter plot has
a similar pattern as those scatter plots with absolute returns and relative to market returns. The
fund flows move along the X-axis, with little change to the fund flow when there're changes in
the alpha over time.
The dots are surrounding zero, and which indicate that there's no clear relationship between the
past quarter alpha and the excess fund flow in the current growth strategy funds sample. As not
all of the alphas calculated are significantly different from zero, I then eliminate those
insignificant alphas, and only maintain the ones that are significantly different from zero at the 95%
confidence level. The following scatter shows the result. We can see that the dots are mostly
align with X-axis, indicating that no matter how the fund flow changes over time, the alphas, or
the excess returns in other words, are relatively stable.
Scatter 4-2 Quarterly Significant Alpha VS Excess Fund Flow
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Scatter 4-3 also indicates that the past annually alpha calculated from the CAPM model is not a
key driven factor that affect the net fund flow in the current period, as most of the dots are
surrounding zero.
Scatter 4-3 Annually Scatter Plot with annual CAPM Alpha
Volume Chante VS Alpha
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Further, the confidence level should be considered as well, and only the dots with significant
from zero coefficients should be plotted to show the relationship. This is shown in Scatter 4-4 as
below.
Scatter 6-8 Growth Annual Fund Flow VS Annually Significant CAPM Alpha
Significant Annually Alpha VS Excess
Fund Flow
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Most of the dots are now surrounding X-axis, showing similar relationship as the quarterly
significant CAPM Alpha analysis.
Therefore, even using an alternative way to calculate the past performance, we still cannot
observe the expected pattern that described by the past researches, but found out that there's
no obvious relationship between the past performance and the fund flow in Chinese fund
market.
Further analysis could be made by change the measurement of the fund flows. We are using the
volume change of each individual fund to calculate the net fund flow for each time period so far,
which is the change in number of shares over different time period. Another way to indicate the
net fund flow is to look at the total asset under management, see how the total asset under
management changes over time for each fund. This is a dollar term measure, and I conducted the
annually scatter plot to find out the relationship between the total asset under management at
year t, and the past performance at time t - 1. The result is shown as below:
Scatter 5-1 Annually Scatter Plot with Asset Under Management Fund Flow VS Relative Returns
Net change in Asset Under Management vs
past annually performance (Ri-Rmkt)
X-axis: past annual excess market return
Y-axis: Net flow of Asset Under Management
From the diagram we could see that most of the dots are still surrounding the X-axis, though it
seems to have an upward tendency. Therefore, there's no clear relationship between the net
fund flow calculated as the change in the total net asset under management and the past relative
return of each individual fund over time.
The relationship between the asset under management fund flow and the absolute fund return
should also be examined. The result is shown in the following scatter plot. The X-axis here is the
absolute fund flow for each individual fund over the sample period, and the Y-axis represents the
total net assets under management. We could see from the scatter plot that most of the points
are surrounding the X-axis no matter what the past absolute returns were. Therefore, the
diagram indicates that there's no obvious relationship between the total net asset under
management and the past absolute return.
Scatter 5-2 Annually Scatter Plot with Asset under management VS absolute returns
From the above two scatter plots, we could then conclude that by using the net change of total
net asset under management to represent the fund flow over time, and then compare the data
trend with the past performances, there's still no clear positive relationship, which differs from
the historical research results based on the developed markets.
Analysis according to strategy categories
Different fund management will use different strategies and skills to chase possible higher
performance of the fund under management, and different strategies may affect the fund flow
itself. That is, investors may focus on one of the categories of funds, such as funds that trade
mainly on those value stocks, or funds that trade on a particular industry. Therefore, we should
divide the sample size by looking at the strategies each fund manager is using, and then try to
figure out whether there's a similar linkage between fund flow and past performance within a
particular fund category. As I mentioned at the beginning, there are four different fund categories,
and here, I will focus mainly on the growth stock invested funds and index funds, to see if there's
Net change in Asset Under Management VS
Absolute past performance
X-axis: last annually absolute return
Y-axis: Net change in Asset Under Management
a special pattern that can be observed.
The Growth stock invested funds focus on those companies with high growth potential in the
future. There are a total of 19 funds within the sample that are using this strategy. We will follow
the same analyzes as what we did for the whole sample, that is, using different measurement for
both past performance and fund flow, and apply to different time intervals, try to figure out
whether there's an obvious pattern that link those two data trends.
Scatter 6-1 Quarterly Growth Category Fund Flow VS Absolute Return
Growth Category quarterly volume change
VS past absolute return
X-axis: last quarter absolute return
Y-axis: quarterly volume change for funds within Growth Category
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The above scatter plot has a X-axis representing the past quarterly absolute returns for each
growth strategy fund, and a Y-axis representing the excess fund flows for each quarter. From the
graph we could see that most of the dots are surrounding X-axis, which means no matter how
past quarter returns fluctuate, the current quarter fund flow seems to be very stable, and
therefore, the past quarter absolute return could not explain the changes of the fund flow in
current quarter.
I then plot the quarterly fund flow against quarterly relative returns for all the growth strategy
funds, and the graph shown as below shows a similar result. Most of the dots are surrounding
the X-axis, which means there's no clear relationship between the excess fund flows and the past
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quarterly relative returns for all the growth strategy funds within the sample.
Scatter 6-2 Quarterly Growth Strategy Fund Flow VS Relative Return
Then I use CAPM alpha as an alternative measurement for past performance, and draw the
scatter plot where X-axis is the past quarterly CAPM alpha, and the Y-axis represents the excess
fund flow for all the growth strategy funds within the sample.
Scatter 6-3 Quarterly Growth Strategy Fund Flow VS CAPM Alpha
Growth Category Volume Change VS past
quarter excess to market performance
X-axis: last quarter excess to market return
Y-axis: quarterly volume change
Growth Category Volume change VS last
quarter CAPM Alpha
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In addition, to avoid the seasonality problem, we will conduct the scatter plots for annual data in
the same way as before.
Scatter 6-5 Annually Growth fund flow VS Absolute Return
The graph shows that when the absolute return is greater than zero, there's higher volatility in
the net fund flow, however, basically there's no clear trend can be drawn from the above graph,
as most of the data sets are surrounding the X-axis, indicates the past annually absolute return
has little impact on the current year fund flow.
Growth Category Annual Volume
change VS Absolute past return
X-axis: absolute past annual return
Y-axis: Annual volume change
Scatter Plots are also drawn for the net annual volume change against relative annual return, and
the result is similar as the above graph, where most of the data sets are aligned with X-axis and I
cannot read a obvious trend from the graph. Further, CAPM Alpha is used to present the past
annual performance, and is plotted against the net volume change over time, the result shows
that most of the dots are surrounding zero, indicating there's no clear trend that would link the
past annual CAPM alpha to the net volume change of each growth strategy fund. The two graphs
are shown as below:
Scatter 6-6 Growth Annual Fund Flow VS Relative Return
Scatter 6-7 Growth Annual Fund Flow VS Annually CAPM Alpha
Growth Category Annual Volume
Change VS last year CAPM Alpha
X-axis: last year CAPM Alpha
Y-axis: annual volume change
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Further, to adjust for the significance of those annual alphas by just maintaining those alphas that
are significantly different from zero at the 95% interval, I get the new scatter plot as shown below.
We can see that not many of those annually alphas are significantly different from zero, and
though it seems more volatile than the quarterly significant alpha scatter plot, most of the dots
are still surrounding X-axis, indicating that there is no obvious relationship between the previous
year annual excess returns earned from fund managers imply different trading strategies, and the
current year excess fund flow.
Then, I change the fund flow measurement from the excess net volume change to the change of
net asset under management, and compare this fund flow measurement to the absolute return,
relative return, and CAPM Alpha respectively. Compare to the above graphs which use volume
change as the fund flow measurement, the scatter plots showed similar results, though the
volatility seems higher when using net asset under management as the fund flow measurement.
This may be the case that when using the net asset under management, it also takes into account
of the current price change of the underling funds, and therefore has higher fluctuation then just
using the volume change. Scatter Plots are shown as below.
Scatter 6-7 Annual Asset under Management Change VS Absolute Return
Net change in Asset Under
Management VS past absolute return
X-axis: Last year absolute return
Y-axis: net change in Asset Under Management
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Scatter 6-8 Annual Asset under Management change VS Relative Return
Scatter 6-9 Annual Asset under Management Change VS CAPM Alpha
Net change in Asset Unde
Management VS past relative
performance
X-axis: last year excess to market return
Y-axis: Net change in Asset Under Management
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From all the analysis relate to the growth strategy funds within the sample, it seems there's no
clear relationship between the past performance and current fund flow, which is consistent with
what I found for the whole sample. Therefore, growth strategy is not a key factor that may cause
investors to trade against performance overtime.
Now, I will look at the other category, which including all the index funds within the sample.
There are 15 funds within the 49 total sample funds that focus on the index trading. Those funds,
Net change in Asset Under
Management VS last year excess to
market return
X-axis: last year excess to market return
Y-axis: net change in Asset Under Management
though focus on different types of indexes, are still showing the similar patterns as those funds
trading by using growth stock strategy and as well as the whole sample. The scatter plots for both
quarterly and annually analysis, using different measurement for past performance and current
fund flows, show that most of the data sets are surrounding the X-axis, though they are more
spread out when comparing to the total sample size and with the growth strategy funds. However,
the basic idea is the same here, there's no obvious relationship between the past performance
and the current fund flow for Chinese fund market.
Some of the scatter plots are shown as below, and with X-axis as the past performance,
conducted by using different formulas, and Y-axis as the current fund flows, measured in volume
change and total asset under management change. All the graphs are showing similar results as
before, the dots are most time locate along the X-axis, representing a constant fund flow
regardless of the fund's past performance. Therefore, similar conclusion could be made here, in
the Index Category, using different measurements for fund flows and past performance, still
showing that there's no obvious relationship between the current fund flow and past
performance.
Scatter 7-2 Index Quarterly Fund Flow VS Relative Returns
Scatter 7-5 Index Annually Fund Flow VS Relative Returns
Index Annually FL VS Relative R
X-axis: Past annually Relative Return
Y-axis: Index Category Annual Fund Flow
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Scatter 7-6 Index Annually Fund Flow VS CAPM Alpha
Index Quarterly FL VS Relative R
X-axis: Past Quarterly Relative Return
Y-axis: Index Category Quarterly Fund Flow
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Scatter 7-7 Index AUMFL VS Absolute Returns
Index AUMFL VS Absolute R
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Y-axis: Index Category Asset Under Management Change
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Assets Under Management Weighted Analysis
To examine the relationship even further, by considering the size of each fund within the sample,
I have calculated the weighted average relative fund flow for each fund, and compare to the past
performance to test for any possible relationship.
I use the Asset Under Management of each fund to calculate the weight percentage for that fund
for a certain year, by divide that particular fund's Asset Under Management to the total Asset
Under Management for the whole sample, and then use this percentage to allocate the net fund
flow for that particular time period. The formula is shown as below:
AUM weighted Relative Fund Flow = Fund Flowi,t - AUM Weighted % * Total Fund Flowt
The Total Fund Flow represents the net fund flow of the total sample size for one particular year,
and multiply the Total Fund Flow with AUM Weighted % will replicate the fact that each fund has
a different weight in the market, and this size factor should be considered when calculating the
relative fund flows to the market.
However, the results, plotted in the scatter plots to compare the relationship with the absolute
and relative past returns, showed similar patterns.
Scatter 8-1 AUM Weighted Relative Fund Flow VS Absolute Past Performance
Scatter 8-2 AUM Weighted Relative Fund Flow VS Relative Past Performance
AUM Weighted Fund Flow VS Absolute
Return
X-axis: Absolute past return
Y-axis: Asset Under Management Weighted Fund Flow
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AUM Weighted Fund Flow VS Relative
Return
X-axis: Past Relative Returns
Y-axis: Asset Under Management Weighted Fund Flow
Conclusion
I have conducted a series of testing to exam the relationship between the past performance and
the current fund flow of the funds in Chinese Fund Market. I have selected a sample size which
contains 49 funds, all have had existed since 2006. Correlations and regressions are calculated to
examine whether there's significant link between the two data sets. Different performance
measurements are used, including absolute price change over time, relative performance by
subtracting the stock market returns in each time period, and the CAPM alpha for each period to
see whether a particular fund obtains excess returns because of the fund manager's
management skills. In addition, two types of fund flow measurements are computed, one focuses
on the volume change in particular time period, and the other focuses on the net change of the
total asset under management for a particular fund within the sample. Scatter plots are drawn to
see the relationship between different past performances - current fund flow measurements,
and this relationship is also tested by grouping funds which are trading by using the same
strategy.
All the analysis so far showed that investors who invest in the Chinese Fund Market are not really
follow the past returns to trade, and therefore, there's no clear linkage between the net fund
flow in current period and the fund performance in the past. It may be the case that most of the
investors in China are individual investors, and they usually don't have up to date information and
therefore cannot take actions in time to trade. On the other hand, there are different problems in
current China fund market, including "strong political orientation, fewer investment directions,
higher fees and government supervision divergence" (Matthew, Huang, Zhu, 2007), some of the
individual investors who have internal information related to particular fund or particular
company may not follow the usual patterns for buying and selling the funds. Other individual
investors may learnt that there's few useful information revealed from past performances, and
therefore, the current performance and past performance may not be highly correlated. Thus
buying a past winner will not necessarily ensure current gains from those past winner funds.
Another explanation of this situation may be that individual investors in China tend to hold funds
as a long term investment, and therefore, do not adjust their holdings in short period of time.
There are regulations supporting a relative long holding period by establishing punishment type
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transaction costs. According to the Open-end Stock Oriented Funds Selling Costs Regulation, the
transaction costs are no less than 1.5% of the total redemption amount for less than one week
holding period and 0.75% of the total redemption amount for less than one month holding
period. Further, those individual investors in fund market are usually investing in Chinese stock
market as well, and hold the stock oriented funds as one portion of their total investment
portfolio. These may also be explanations on the results I have concluded, and also explains why
Chinese fund market is different from most of the developed markets, such as U.S. market where
most of the historical researches focused on.
Comparison to U.S. Mutual Fund Market
Sirri and Tufano in 1998 conducted similar calculations tried to find out the relationship between
the past performance and current fund flows in US, and they found the relationship is a nonlinear
regression. Judith and Glenn used a semiparametric model to estimate the shape of this
relationship over the 1982 to 1992 period. The graph shared similar information as Sirri and
Tufano brought out.
The graph Sirri and Tufano generated, which plotted the fund flow performance relationship for
funds with different ages, showed a clear nonlinear relationship between the fund flow and the
past performance, with a convexity showing that the better the past performance, the higher the
current period fund flow is, and the fund flow is rising at an increasing rate. On the other hand, if
the past performance was bad, this will cause a current fund outflow, with an increasing rate at
first, and later turned into a decreasing rate.
Other Consideration:
In my research, I only used CAPM alpha to test for the returns generated by fund managers'
management skills, however, further tests of alpha may be conducted by using the FAMA French
Three Factor model, including size factor, market-to-capital ratio as the growth/value factor and
the market premium factor to calculate the alpha, which may bring a different result. In addition,
time interval for examining the relationship may also affect the results. I have only examined for
quarterly or annually relationship, but it may be a much shorter period interval that would reveal
a stronger relationship between the fund flow and past fund performance, such as monthly or
even daily.
There are different theories and researches on the fund flow and performance relationship,
which could be my further research on this topic, to find out more patterns regarding the
relationship by using different time period and data frequency.
David Rakowski focused on a daily frequency to find the relationship between the mutual fund
flow volatility and fund performance. He found a "significant negative relationship between daily
mutual fund flow volatility and performance" (David Rakowski, 2010) David further stated that
"the evidence here is consistent with the short-term discretionary trading of fund managers,
proxied for by turnover, being positively related to performance for equity funds, after correcting
for its correlation with other variables. Short-term liquidity-motivated trading, proxied for by
daily flow volatility and unexpected flows, is negatively related to performance." (David Rakowski,
2010)
Karen, Robert, and Tom had done research trying to find out the relationship between the
current month fund flows and the current month returns, however concluded "current flows
show no impact on returns", however, "current returns together with past returns do have a
positive impact on flow. Investors are quick to recognize the high performing funds and money
follows." (Karen L. Benson, Robert W. Faff, Tom Smith, 2010)
In addition, other factors within the fund management may affect the fund flow as well, such as
the fee arrangements, as according to Sirri, "flows are fee-sensitive", and investors respond
"differently to high and low fees, as well as to fee increases and decreases". Further, Sirri found
out that media coverage may also have impacts on fund flows, and "find some evidence that
garnering a larger share of current media cites is related to faster current growth". Those areas
could be further detected see if those factors also have impact on China Fund Market.
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